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News of a more aggressive COVID-19 variant emerging is spooking markets, reminding the world that the
pandemic is not over. And yet economies abilities to adapt even as new restrictions are being imposed means there
is little risk of a big downgrade to the outlook. That of course assumes no worsening on the supply side. To be
sure rising inflation and interest rates are risks but they still look like the result of a strong demand-side recovery –
and one that is becoming more broad based. Given what we still see as a demand-driven recovery this quarter the
teams turn to finding value amongst emerging investment themes.
This quarter, we aim to answer the following questions around the world:

02 | ASIA PACIFIC
●

Can rental leases defend against rising inflation?

●

Is the next market boom in China Rental Housing?

04 | EUROPE
●

Why has retail remained a significant part of the investment landscape?

●

How close is retail vacancy to a turning point?

●

How has retail adjusted in different ways across Europe?

07 | UNITED STATES
●

How bright is the outlook for retail, senior housing and, dare we ask, office?

●

Do supply-constrained markets now offer good relative value?
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ASIA PACIFIC
Key Questions
●

Can rental leases defend against rising inflation?

●

Is the next market boom in China Rental Housing?

Can rental leases defend against rising inflation?
Despite the economic recovery’s gaining traction, investors
remain cautious about the macro outlook, with all eyes on
the inflation trajectory. Concerns rose in recent months after
economic data began showing surges in price readings, which
implied certain risks that higher raw material prices and
global supply chain disruptions could lead to sustained —
rather than transitional — inflation.
A market with expectations of high inflation can be
detrimental to investment across asset classes. But for real
estate investors, leases can help partially absorb rising costs to
protect income if inflation risks materialize.

In the long term, the balance of space supply and occupier
demand, which includes cyclical factors like macroeconomic
environment and structural drivers like demographics, will
play a critical role in determinations of leasing fundamentals
and rental growth. However, in the short term, the ability to
push through inflated cost at rent renewals can serve as an
effective defense against rising inflation.
Our analysis shows a positive relationship between rental
growth and inflation in major Asian office markets
(Exhibit 1). For the two decades before the pandemic, office
rents had generally outpaced inflation, with most markets
reporting real rental growth — that is, rental growth net of
inflation.

Exhibit 1: Office Rents and Inflation
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In markets such as Australia, the linkages between rents and
inflation are captured in standard lease terms — for instance,
an annual rental uplift linked directly to inflation, which
contractually provides inflation protection for rental income
over time. A look across markets shows that the positive link
between rents and inflation is holding up, but it does vary
(Exhibit 1, right-side graphs). Real rental growth has been
especially strong in high-growth markets like Singapore,
Hong Kong and China.
For the future, with office supply remaining subdued and
office demand expected to recover, office rents are forecast to
grow again. Historical evidence suggests that rising inflation
will be a significant factor — and that it is often successfully
reflected — in rental negotiations.

Is the next market boom in China Rental Housing?
For years, strong economic growth, rapid urbanization and
expansive demographics have been key drivers of the Chinese
housing market. House prices in China’s largest 70 cities
have increased by an average of 8% per annum in the past
two decades. However, with house prices increasing at much
faster paces than household incomes are, China’s housing
market is now among the most unaffordable in the world,
with a ratio of median house price to median household
income ranging from 40 to 50 times in the top tier 1 cities
(Exhibit 2).

Declining affordability has been a major factor in driving
rapid growth in the rental housing market during the past
decade. Annual housing rental expenditure in China’s tier 1
cities grew by 2.5 times from 2010 to 2020, which is more
than double the growth rate in other major Asian cities
(Exhibit 2).
In the near term, a shortage of public housing and a lack
of interest from the private sector in the affordable housing
segment — largely because of high residential land prices —
together suggest further growth in demand for rental housing
in the coming years.
With recent housing policies providing investors more
supports and incentives from the Chinese government by
offers of rental housing and affordable housing solutions,
the residential-for-rent market is pointing toward growing
rapidly; and housing rental expenditure in major cities is
forecast to double again in the next decade (Exhibit 2, rightside graphs).
In contrast to the more established rental housing
markets in the United States and Japan, the majority of
rental housing in China is under private and individual
ownership (Exhibit 2). And rental housing represents a huge
opportunity for investors to fill in the void of institutional
share in the booming rental housing market.

Exhibit 2: Rental Housing Markets In China
Median House Price to Median Household Income Ratio (2020)

Annual Housing Rental Expenditure Index – APAC Cities (2020 = 100)
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EUROPE
Key Questions
●

Why has retail remained a significant part of the investment landscape?

●

How close is retail vacancy to a turning point?

●

How has retail adjusted in different ways across Europe?

Why has retail remained a significant part of the
investment landscape?

Against that backdrop, investor interest in retail properties
is expected to pick up. In contrast to recent sentiment, retail
has remained a significant part of the real estate investment
universe throughout the COVID-19 pandemic in many
European markets, particularly as retailers made more use of
multichannel models through well-located high street retail
assets. And although investors have shifted their investment
focus toward industrial properties, in absolute terms retail
transaction volume continued to outweigh industrial volume
in a number of key European markets such as Manchester,
Berlin and Frankfurt, as shown in Exhibit 1.

The European economy is now back to growth mode after
successful vaccination rollouts, resulting in a bounce back
of shop-based retail sales of goods and services, as shown in
Exhibit 1. This is expected to support retail tenants’ profit
generation potential, which in turn backs their ability to
pay rents and generate cash flows for landlords. Retailers are
still under pressure, but expectations are that investment
performance in the retail sector is starting to turn the corner.

Exhibit 1: Retail Still a Big Part of the Market
Shop-Based Retail Goods and Services Growth1 (%)
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Beyond the headline investment figures, the number of retail
transactions was lower in most markets, but the average retail
deal size was bigger than the average industrial deal size.
The large relative deal size of retail transactions is appealing
to investors that are under pressure to deploy capital quickly,
given elevated liquidity and growing fund sizes. And
combining that with an improving retail environment, there
are reasons for fund managers to put retail opportunities
selectively back on the agenda.

How close is retail vacancy to a turning point?
In-store retail sales are bouncing back across nearly all
European countries this year, but of great concern for
retail is the quick and sustained rise in vacancy rates across
Europe. As more stores closed than opened in the past three
years, vacancy has shot up to levels above 12%, thereby
undermining landlords’ rent negotiation power.
However, there are signs of a turning point because the rise
in the vacancy rate is slowing and retail rents have started to
fall less quickly than during the heights of the pandemic. The

combination of a better picture for consumer spending and
weak or even negative supply growth means retail vacancy is
set to stop rising in 2022. Historically, that would be enough
to bring an end to retail rent declines.
There’s more positive news too. The value-offering retail
warehouse sector is showing relatively stable performance in
rental levels this time around, as its large out-of-town format
has proved more adaptable and shown resilience versus pureplay online retail. No doubt that this reflects it being less
affected by COVID-19 restrictions as well, given car parking
and easy access to necessities and household goods.
But the retail warehouse sector is also of interest when it
comes to the outlook for high street and shopping centers.
The right-side chart in Exhibit 2 plots the hit to retail
warehouse rents during the global financial crisis and
compares that with the ongoing hit to rents across high street
and shopping centers. The correlations are striking. With
retail warehouse as a leading indicator, as a group both high
street and shopping center rents should start to rise in the
next 12 months.

Exhibit 2: Vacancy and Rental Growth Momentum Turning
Quarterly Retail Rental Growth Versus Change in Vacancy Rate (%)
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How has retail adjusted in different ways across
Europe?

That fall in rents shows the adjustments to the new retail
environment, but it also suggests two paths to the future:
either more rental declines will follow any further loss in sales
intensity, or sales intensity will recover, pointing to growing
store-based retail sales. So, for investment opportunities
to emerge, we’re looking for signs of which of those two
structural-adjustment processes plays out.

Store-based spending is showing signs of improvement,
but it nevertheless follows a period of correction driven
by e-commerce adoption, which has led to a new retail
environment and the need of a structural adjustment across
European cities.
Exhibit 3 looks at the connection between how many goods
are sold per square meter of store floor space (in-store sales
intensity) and high street real rents across European city
center retail markets.
What this chart tells us is that if sales volumes are too low,
retailers can’t make rent payments, and market rents fall.
Since 2016, most markets have fallen to the left of the chart,
signaling a decline in spending intensity. At the same time
real rents have fallen as well, and nearly all markets are now
in the bottom half. In most markets, real rents are down by
5% to 20%.

Some cities have a head start. In the large German cities or in
Amsterdam, for example, retail sales intensity has increased
compared with 2016. Part of that has resulted from some
retail stock being removed from the market while rising
services spending counteracts some of the e-commerce threat
and leads to higher sales intensity. In those markets, rental
declines are already starting to slow.
Another example of the adjustment process playing out is in
the UK, where London, Manchester and Birmingham have
seen significant downward adjustments in rents that has gone
well beyond the drop in store-based spending. And even
though there are still downside risks, selective investment
opportunities for high street and retail warehouse assets are
set to emerge as cash flows transition to becoming more
sustainable.

Exhibit 3: Europe Retail Rent Level Versus Current In-Store Sales Intensity
Retail Rent Level Versus Current In-Store Sales Intensity
Real Rent Level City Center Retail Index (Index 2016 = 100)
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UNITED STATES
Key Questions
●

How Bright is the Outlook for Retail, Senior Housing and, Dare We Ask, Office?

●

Do Supply-Constrained Markets Now Offer Good Relative Value?

How Bright is the Outlook for Retail, Senior
Housing and, Dare We Ask, Office?
It may be time to retire the winners-and-losers narrative
when it comes to property types. Even though the
COVID-19 pandemic has taken a toll on the property types
most affected by stay-at-home orders and cautious tenants,
our outlook has turned from cautious optimism to just plain
optimism.
Retail was not really a pandemic loser, given that it was
already the worst-performing property type going into
2020. Store closures caused by bankruptcies were already at
post-2008 record levels prior to COVID-19, as shown in

Exhibit 1, and many retailers also folded in 2020; yet the
distress retailers faced last year has accelerated the creative
destruction process to the point that they, together with
the retail real estate sector, are the healthiest they have
been in years.
By contrast, senior housing demand, which had been high
and steadily rising throughout the 2010s, abruptly reversed
for a full year. But then came the vaccines in early 2021.
Since then, absorption has rebounded, including in the third
quarter, when net absorption was nearly as high as a typical
full year. Pent-up demand is high in this necessity-driven
property type.

Exhibit 1: Retail and Senior Housing Are Healing Rapidly
Retailer Bankruptcy and Closures (#)

Senior Housing Quarterly Absorption
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The bull case for office is a little harder to make since many
office-based employees are still not showing up in offices on
a regular basis. But the bottom of the market appears to have
passed. As shown in Exhibit 2, suburban office rents have
been more resilient than those in central business districts
(CBDs), with the former now regaining their prepandemic
levels, albeit with considerable variation by building quality
and location.

We expect tenant demand to tilt toward centrally located,
accessible offices near restaurants and other cultural
amenities. The direction of pricing during the past year does
not line up with our view, with the gap between suburban
and CBD office cap rates declining to under 100 basis
points. With cap rates well above many other property types,
both may offer investment opportunities now. But the case
for CBDs is stronger.

Exhibit 2: CBD Offices Have Turned the Corner, but Aren’t Priced Like It
Quarterly Office Rent Growth by Location Type

Office Top Quartile Cap Rates by Location Type (12-month average)
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Do Supply-Constrained Markets Now Offer Good
Relative Value?
After a very brief pause in industrial and apartment tenant
demand last year, resurgent leasing has pushed occupancies
above pre-2020 highs in markets large and small — and in
many of them, above record levels that had stood since at
least 1980. That has attracted a flood of capital into both
property types. In our view, supply-constrained markets,
which we expect to achieve superior rent growth over the
long term, are not attracting the premium they should.
Industrial construction has begun to pick up, with space
under construction as a percent of stock higher than it has
been in more than two decades. As shown in Exhibit 3, that

REF: 002518
For professional investors only. All investments involve risk, including the possible risk of capital.

supply is not evenly distributed. And although the median
market has a little over 2% under construction, some
markets have triple or more than that. Meanwhile, more
supply-constrained markets, such as those shown in purple
— in which we expect the strongest long-term rent
growth — are adding supply at more-measured rates.
Today’s pricing does not reflect our long-term rent growth
view. Cap rate spreads between our top-ranked markets
and other markets were stable through 2020, at about 100
basis points. This year, however, that cap rate premium has
shrunk, just as supply picks up in many less-constrained
markets. We view that as an opportunity to pivot into these
top ranked markets.
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Exhibit 3: Industrial Supply Is Up Nationwide, Even as Cap Rates Compress
Industrial Space Under Construction (% of stock)
Under Construction (% of stock)
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A similar trend is occurring in apartment markets. As shown
in Exhibit 4, supply in gateway1 markets is following its
prepandemic trend, with about 3,500 permits issued every
month. Permits in Sunbelt markets, after a brief lull in the
middle of last year, are now headed straight up. And there
is a good reason for that right now: rents in many Sunbelt
markets are well above pre-2020 levels, and occupancies are
well above 95% even in markets that typically have plenty of
available apartments.

But today’s pricing implies that incomes in less-constrained,
Sunbelt markets will grow at the same pace as the gateways.
And although there are exceptions, we disagree. We expect
supply in less-constrained markets will chip away at rent
growth more this decade than it did in the past decade,
leaving gateway markets as a compelling value now.

Exhibit 4: Gateway and Sunbelt Apartments Diverge in Supply, Converge in Pricing
Trailing 12-Month Permits
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Gateway markets: Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, New York (excluded for this chart), San Francisco, Washington, D.C. Sunbelt markets: Atlanta, Austin, Charleston, Charlotte, Dallas, Houston,
Nashville, Orlando, Phoenix, Raleigh, Tampa.
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intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security or other financial instrument or any investment
management services and should not be used as the basis for any investment decision. Past performance is no guarantee or reliable
indicator of future results. No liability whatsoever is accepted for any loss whether direct, indirect or consequential that may arise
from any use of the information contained in or derived from this report. PGIM Real Estate and its affiliates may make investment
decisions that are inconsistent with the recommendations or views expressed herein, including for proprietary accounts of PGIM Real
Estate or its affiliates.
The opinions and recommendations herein do not take into account individual client circumstances, objectives or needs and are
not intended as recommendations of particular securities, financial instruments or strategies to particular clients or prospects. No
determination has been made regarding the suitability of any securities, financial instruments or strategies for particular clients or
prospects. For any securities or financial instruments mentioned herein, recipients of this report must make their own independent
decisions.
Conflicts of Interest: Key research team staff may be participating voting members of certain PGIM Real Estate fund and/or product
investment committees with respect to decisions made on underlying investments or transactions. In addition, research personnel may
receive incentive compensation based on the overall performance of the organization itself and certain investment funds or products.
At the date of issue, PGIM Real Estate and/or affiliates may be buying, selling or holding significant positions in real estate, including
publicly traded real estate securities. PGIM Real Estate affiliates may develop and publish research that is independent of and different
from the recommendations contained herein. PGIM Real Estate personnel other than the authors, such as sales, marketing and
trading personnel, may provide oral or written market commentary or ideas for PGIM Real Estate’s clients or prospects or proprietary
investment ideas that differ from the views expressed herein. Additional information regarding actual and potential conflicts of
interest is available in Part II of PGIM’s Form ADV.
Coronavirus: Occurrences of epidemics, depending on their scale, may cause different degrees of damage to national and local
economies that could affect the value of the Fund and the Fund’s underlying investments. Economic conditions may be disrupted
by widespread outbreaks of infectious or contagious diseases, and such disruption may adversely affect real estate valuations, the
Fund’s investments, and the Fund and its potential returns. For example, the continuing spread of COVID-19 (also known as
novel coronavirus) may have an adverse effect on the value, operating results and financial condition of some or all of the Fund’s
investments, as well as the ability of the Fund to source and execute target investments. The progress and outcome of the current
COVID-19 outbreak remains uncertain.
These materials are for informational or educational purposes. In providing these materials, PGIM (i) is not acting as your fiduciary
and is not giving advice in a fiduciary capacity and (ii) is not undertaking to provide impartial investment advice as PGIM will receive
compensation for its investment management services.
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